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“Gas Station” is a 6-year-old exhibition project created by Vanguard Gallery which 
specially designed for young artists. Taiwan artist Hsu Che-Yu and Hongkong artist 
Lam Pok-Yin take the lead in this time. Result from different regions, these two 
newcomers, who were born in 1985 and 1988, shows their growing atmosphere in the 
choice of media and the interpretation of theme. Hsu Che-Yu’s video installation 
emphasizes on history and news, implying his thought on media consumption.  
 
Lam Pok-Yin focuses on architecture. His photography works show the relationship 
among human-being, architecture and environment, also in certain extent expose the 
shrinking creation space in Hongkong. Through the narrative of Taiwan and Hongkong 
artists, it is possible to compare it with that of the mainland young people on similarities 
and differences in the global context.  
 
Located in M50, Vanguard Gallery consists of two exhibition spaces. The bright space 
is occupied by Lam Pok-Yin’s photography and the dark space is for Hsu Che-Yu’s 
video. 
 
Hsu Che-Yu: self-consumption 
Black boxes contain Hsu Che-Yu’s single-channel video November 11th 1970, eight-
screen video installation Sighing Flowers and Shamisen, and five-screen video the 
Perfect Suspect. Animated characters are combined with the photo background, whose 
stories are taken from books and news. One screen shows a single story, and every 
story’s background is three on-site shot photos. The screen shakes subtly. Black and 
white are the basic colors. Yellowing implies a historical narrative rather than a past 
description. Under the unrealistic atmosphere, there is the reality behind the media.   
 
Hsu Che-Yu imitates the way that Apply Daily demonstrate the news (using computer 
modeling to create human figure, and then representing the crime scene). He also 
creates a couple as main characters to participate in different cases in various works. 
All the cases look like someone’s self-guided performance. A main character without a 
name: a nameless man.  
 
In 2011, Hsu Che-Yu held a solo exhibition The Nameless Man in Digital Art Center, 
Taipei. This nameless man is the artist’s old friend. In the second year, Hsu Che-Yu held 
the exhibition in Kuandu Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei. He put his friend’s portrait in 
the center of exhibition hall, surrounded by spotlight. Directional speakers are installed 
over the head, so when the audience walk approaching to the portrait, they could hear 
the nameless man’s voice coming from the top. The voice introduces himself and shares 
his opinions on the exhibition. The artists also made a series of painting, picturing the 
suicide of the nameless man’s grandfather and the divorce of his parents. “This artwork 



is a bit like consuming him, treating him as a press subject. Those setting and narrative 
transform him into a historical and press-covered individual.”  
For Hsu Che-Yu, media is not merely referring to news. Today’s world is the world of 
videos. They are also part of media. The eventual climax is that the way he treats his 
friend is identical to the way media treats news. “Our mindset is trained by media. So 
do I. It is a weird complex: unconsciously consuming and being consumed.”  
In Taiwan, there are many young people and young artists like Hsu Che-Yu. Thanks to 
the freedom and openness of network media, this generation tends to apply 
digitalization and Internet methods into their art practice. In contrast to mainland young 
artists, their mutual trend is to focus on themselves. Although they own the possibility 
to intervene, Taiwan artists’ practice is relatively conservative in terms of theme and 
interpretation  
Lam Pok-Yin: helpless and madness 
For Vanguard Gallery’s owner Lise Lee, it was a coincidence to know Lam Pok-Yin. 
She received a New Year postcard from France, attached with a photo shot by Lam Pok-
Yin and a detailed reference written below. Later on, Lise Lee found Lam Pok-Yin, who 
was studying in London at that time. After several times communication, Lise Lee 
decided to let him together with Hsu Che-Yu join the “Gas Station” project.  
 
Graduated from University of Hong Kong, Department of Architecture, Hongkong born 
Lam Pok-Yin has the typical literary vibe and is unable to speak mandarin fluently. 
Because of his major, his earlier works are related to urban buildings. He prefers to use 
film photography, square composition and bright palette. In his series of “A City of 7 
Million”, his camera aims to the Hongkongers’ living condition in the highly intensive 
circumstance. The rapid development of city is revealed through the residences’ daily 
life: the disappearing skyline; utopia-like images of green hills are printed on canvas, 
enclosing for the old district renovation purpose; unbalanced contrast between 
skyscrapers and people’s leisure activities underneath. Those scenes caught by Lam 
Pok-Yin are peaceful, unfinished and perilous.  
The series of “Our Little Worlds” are shot in London, showing the people who almost 
melt into the surrounding. Pedestrians are holding various digital products and walking 
on the street, becoming a lonely background in the picture. From Lam Pok-Yin’s 
perspective:” Hongkong is helpless and changing every day. People is extremely tiny 
compared with size of the city. London have a grey sky. That is another type of 
depression. ” 
In Hongkong, the young generation of artists are also used to make use of social media 
to create artworks. Lam Pok-Yin’s friend Lam Kai-Qian is one of them. “She has a blog. 
Anyone can ask her any question online there. I think it is interesting. I have another 
friend who creates conceptual works. One of his works is called sterilization, which is 
picking out every seed from one strawberry and creating a strawberry without fertility 
ability.” 
The highlight of exhibition hall is Lam Pok-Yin’s self-made book/pinhole camera. Film 
can be installed into the diary. The exposure time can be several second in short, and 
tens of hours in long. Lam Pok-Yin uses this to record his poetics life. His latest project 



is quite special as well. He worn a Chinese tunic suit and stood in a tourist spot in 
London, where there were lots of people taking photos. Because of the uniqueness of 
the clothing, he became the subject of photos naturally. Meanwhile, a software installed 
into phones would automatically upload photos to a certain website while shooting. 
Then he started to look through photos online carefully to find himself. An ordinary 
person naturally enters other people’s cameras. This kind of mindset and media creation 
approach is gradually leading the worldwide trend.  
Hongkong born Lam Pok-Yin is fortunate. He lives with his parents; therefore, he can 
make art freely without the financial pressure. Even though Hongkong continues 
sprawling, the creation space is shrinking and artists creativity is declining. The famous 
Fotan Area is the location for established artists. Hongkong Jockey Club takes charge 
of the new built JCCA. The 10-floor building are divided into more than 200 units with 
strict management policies. If someone wants to hold a small live, he must apply in 
advance of half year to one year. The rule of no allowing stay-over is rejecting people 
who work as a white-collar in the daytime and work as an artist at the night.   
 
“Our young people feel powerless in a massive way.” Lam Pok-Yin repeated this 
sentence frequently. He loves to listen to Omnipotent Youth Society’s music, feeling 
that they are singing about the helpless emotion in the mega city. Two years ago, he 
took the train to Inner Mongolia, Northeast china and Chongqing. Each city was so 
different but shared the same billboard advertising along the highway. As well as the 
same music is played in different cities. He felt weird but deeply attracted by the crazily 
developing urban ideology at the same time.  


